Nebraska vs. Oregon (Sept. 17, 2016)
Oregon Player Quotes

Junior Wide Receiver Darren Carrington II

On comparing loss to Michigan St. last year
"As a team we gotta come together next week and focus on the next week which is Colorado. This one is in the past, we gotta let it be in the
past, there's nothing we can do about it. We just gotta move forward."
On Oregon's mistakes costing them the game
"I really think that we shot ourselves in the foot a couple times with penalties on offense and defense. A bunch of turnovers that we could've had
that we didn't recover. Just little things, not converting on the third down. Learning from that, we're gonna go back and watch the film on Monday
and come back ready for Colorado."
On chemistry with Dakota Prukop
"We're still working on that as you guys can all see. We hope to get it going in the next couple weeks. It's right there, just a little mishaps. But
we're going to get it."
On missed open touchdowns
"Definitely frustrating just knowing that we could've been maybe one play closer to winning the game or just knowing that it probably was a wide
open touchdown, probably a couple of them. It's about turning the next page and worried about the next play and next week. That's what were
focused on."
On expecting Dakota Prukop to run the ball
"Honestly we weren't at all. When it falls down, you gotta keep going and I think I seen that a couple times tonight. He was running a lot. We
were not expecting that at all but we would rather he make the play that he did. That's just something we gotta learn."
On bouncing back
"That's definitely our goal right now and mindset, this one is in the past. 20 minutes ago was in the past, there's nothing we can do about it.
We're just focused on Monday coming to practice, actually tomorrow, going into treatment, getting our bodies right. Monday, on to the next,
Colorado."
On Devon's Allen's injury
"He's doing good, he's walking fine. It sucks seeing him go down again. All that he's been through this past two years, year and a half, being a
top track guy and tearing his ACL and then coming back onto the Olympics and went down tonight. He looked pretty good. At least his mind is
positive."

